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Expressive Arts/ IDL/ Physical 
Wellbeing 

Saying Goodbye to P4 and Hello to P5!  

Art 
 

1) Make some greeting cards to send to family and 
friends. You might want to make birthday cards, 

thank you cards, a Father’s Day card etc. 

 
2) Use natural resources to make a nature mobile. 

You could find sticks, leaves, flowers and 
pinecones. Have a look on Google Images for some 

ideas. 

 

3) Make a spinner board out of cardboard. Write 
down different activities you could do in the 

summer holiday when you get bored. Think of a 
range of outdoor, indoor, quiet and busy activities. 

Use a paperclip to spin and help you choose an 
activity when you need one. 

Here you will find various activities which will help your child reflect on 
Primary 4 and prepare for moving into Primary 5. We encourage you to 

discuss a few of these activities together over the next couple of weeks 
or even in the Summer holidays. 

 
Collage of Me 

 
 Create a collage which expresses yourself and your experience in P4.  

It might include your favourite subjects, topics, sports, your friends and 
teachers. You can use drawings, painting, photos, magazine/newspaper cut 

outs, coloured paper and words. 
 
 

 Looking Back and Thinking Ahead 
 

1) Reflect on your favourite memories of Primary 4. There are two 
worksheets and you can choose to complete which one you prefer (PDFs 
called School Year Memories 1 & 2). Try really hard to remember what 
you have done in school in P4. You can decorate the worksheet once you 

are finished. 
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Physical Wellbeing -Online Activities 
 

1) Dance Challenge 
Watch the video https://imoves.com/home-

learning/1546 and follow along. 
You could create your own dance as an extra 

challenge.  
 

2) Yoga Challenge 
https://imoves.com/home-learning/1330 

 
3) Mountain Bike Challenge 

https://imoves.com/home-learning/723 

 
 

IDL 
 

1) Let’s plan a holiday! You are going to plan a trip 
to Disneyland Florida for your family. Follow the 

fun tasks on the PDF to help you. You could watch 
your favourite Disney film as a treat when you are 

finished. 

 

2) Roll a Goal 

Think about a personal goal you would like to achieve in Summer, or a 
school goal you would like to achieve in Primary 5.  

Make a dice using the template PDF. On each side of the dice, write down 
something that will help you achieve that goal.  

 

E.g, My goal is to get better at football. 

On my dice, I might write: 1) Watch a match. 2) Practise passing with 
someone in my family. 3) Practise scoring goals. 4) Do some exercise 

 

 

3) Dream Recipe 

What is your dream job when you are older? Think about what 
your interests and skills are.  

Write down a ‘recipe’ of what you need and the steps you will 
need to take to achieve your dream. You might need to do some research 

about your chosen job to help you.  
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2) Plan an Afternoon Tea 
I think you will agree that your parents and carers 

have been fantastic in supporting you in your 
learning and wellbeing during lockdown. Your task is 
to say thank you by planning an Afternoon Tea for 
them. You could make invitations and decorations. 

Think about what sandwiches, cakes and hot drinks 
you could serve. You can be the waiter/waitress 

for them as it is their treat!  
 

 
 

Science 
 

1) Try out some gardening. My favourite plant to 
grow is a Sunflower as they can grow very tall if 
you take care of them! Plant a seed in a small pot 
or even a yoghurt pot with soil. When it is ready, 

move it outside to a bigger pot or plant in the 
ground. Measure and record its height every week. 

4) What was your favourite book you read in Primary 4? It might be 
something in our class library that you enjoy reading in relaxation, it 

might be a book you have chosen for AR or reading at home, or it might 
be one of our class novels we have read together.  

Make a poster about your favourite book including the title, author, 
illustrator, a short blurb and why you liked it. 

 

 
 

5) Write an end of year message to your class. You might want to tell 
them your favourite memory and wish them a nice Summer. You could tell 
them what you are excited for in P5. This could be written as a letter or 

filmed as a video message and posted to Teams.  
 
 
 
 

6) I’m sure you are very excited to meet and welcome our new 
Headteacher to Burnbrae!  

Why not make a Welcome Pack to help her in August? Think about all the 
things she would need to know about Burnbrae and how you would like to 

present this. You could make... 
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You might need to tie it to a cane as it grows tall.

 
 

2) Research a famous scientist or inventor. Answer 
the following questions: 

• What is their name? 
• Where and when were they born? 
• What are they famous for?  
• Why is the invention/discovery important to 

us today?  

 
 
 
 

• A leaflet with a front cover and topic headings  
• An A-Z poster of Burnbrae (e.g., “A is for Atriums. In the atriums 

we can use computers, play games and work in groups outside of 
the classroom”) 

• A video message of you welcoming her and explaining things 
 

  

 


